openQA Tests - action #46502
[functional][u] Support "record_info" in serial_failure_detection
22/01/2019 02:38 pm - okurz

Status: New
Priority: Normal
Assignee: 
Category: Enhancement to existing tests
Target version: future
Difficulty: 
Start date: 22/01/2019
Due date: 
% Done: 0%
Estimated time: 0.00 hour

Description

Motivation

See https://github.com/os-autoinst/os-autoinst-distri-opensuse/pull/6589#issuecomment-456419001. As the serial failure detection supports only "soft" and "hard" now we can fail the job or use "soft" but for this we want to always have a bugref so probably we should support to just set an info popup without altering the test result.

Acceptance criteria

- AC1: serial issue detection can be used with a notice popup in test details but without altering the test result

Related issues:
Related to openQA Tests - action # 45530: [aarch64] system_workarounds.pm tri... Closed 24/12/2018

History

#1 - 22/01/2019 02:39 pm - okurz
- Related to action #45530: [aarch64] system_workarounds.pm triggers lib/known_bugs serial detection which abort whole test suite added

#2 - 20/03/2020 09:44 am - szarate

We don't want to paint it green

#3 - 29/03/2020 12:40 pm - okurz

@szarate Not sure what you want to tell with your statement. Of course I am with you to not just mark "known bugs" by record_info instead of a soft-fail. Have you followed https://github.com/os-autoinst/os-autoinst-distri-opensuse/pull/6589#issuecomment-456419001 and the whole discussion after that? The problem was with "noteworthy conditions" that can not have a workable bug behind where people also added record_soft_failure without bug references. Do you consider this feature worthwhile to follow up with or would you prefer an alternative?
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